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Report Background  

  

Introduction - The Rural Housing Enabler Project  

  

The Rural Housing Enabler for Surrey project at Surrey Community Action commenced in June 2006.  The 

purpose of the project is to work with rural parishes to help them to identify local housing need, and where 

a need exists, to liaise between the community, the local authority and other appropriate experts (such as 

Housing Associations) and landowners to facilitate the development of affordable housing to meet the needs 

of rural communities.  The Rural Housing Enabler is also working with Parish Councils to assist with 

conducting Housing Needs Survey’s to form part of the evidence base for Neighbourhood Plans.  

  

Housing need in this context is defined as follows:  

  

o ‘Housing need’ can be defined as the need for an individual or household to obtain housing which 

is suitable to their circumstances;  

o It implies that there are problems or limitations with the household’s current housing 

arrangements and that the household is unable to afford or to access suitable accommodation in 

the private sector;  

o Such problems may be concerned with housing costs, size, location, layout, state of repair or 

security of tenure;  

o This need may be immediate or anticipated in the near future.  

o It may also include households who are looking to downsize but remain within the locality.  
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Sources of land for affordable housing  

  

There are a number of ways in which land can be made available for affordable housing. The list below 

includes the most common ones (however please note that this list is not exhaustive):   

  

o Public Authority land (often land that belongs to the Local Authority or Parish Council)  

  

o Private Estate land (land gifted or disposed of at low cost by charitable landowners)   

  

o As the Council’s standard policy for affordable housing attached to open market housing 

development: The Subsidised Affordable Housing within Settlements Policy (Policy H5) sets minimum 

thresholds for market housing development sites that will require the inclusion of affordable housing. 

In areas of less than 3,000 inhabitants this threshold is 5 or more dwellings or sites of 0.2 hectare or 

more (irrespective of the number of dwellings). In settlements of more than 3,000 inhabitants, this 

threshold is 15 or more dwellings or sites of 0.5 ha or larger.  The Council requires the level of 

provision to be at least 30%. However, the actual number and form of provision will be negotiated 

on a site by site basis.   

  

o Rural Exception Sites: sites that would not normally qualify for planning permission may be given 

exceptional planning permission provided the development meets a proven local demand and is 

small-scale. Only households with an agreed local connection defined by a Section 106 Agreement 

would be eligible for affordable housing on a Rural Exception Site and any dwellings must remain 

low-cost in perpetuity. Local need is proven by means of a current Housing Need Survey which can 

be undertaken by the Rural Housing Enabler in partnership with the relevant Parish Council.   

  

Statutory and local provisions can be incorporated to ensure that any affordable homes built remain as 

affordable. This can take the form of land covenants, planning conditions or the setting up of non-profit 

making trusts, such as a Community Land Trust which can help ensure retention of the land for affordable 

housing.   

  

Housing and Community Need in the Parish of Puttenham - Report Summary  

  

A Housing and Community needs survey was undertaken in November 2014 to gain feedback on key 

community facilities, housing development and housing need within the Parish of Puttenham to help form 

the background to the Puttenham Neighbourhood Plan. A brief summary of the findings follows.  

  

There was a 36.25% return rate on the survey, which was distributed to all households in the parish by post 

and by hand. 3 local businesses also responded.  Across the country, a 10-35% response rate is generally 

recorded and as such this is considered a good response rate.   

 

Part 1 of the survey was designed to gather views of all residents regarding the concept of development 

within their village, access to and use of community facilities. Part 2 measures the level of existing need for 

housing within the parish for both affordable and open market housing. From the responses the following 

can be determined:  

• Of those who responded, 57% did not want to see any growth at all within the parish.  32% wanted 

to see steady growth.  
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• 93% of those who responded were most concerned with parking, closely followed by traffic and 

congestion (89%)  

  

• 81% were concerned about the character of the village 

• 46% of respondents were retired 

  

• 34% of respondents had lived in the parish for more than 30 years 

  

• 54% of respondents owned their homes outright.  

 

Background  

 

Puttenham is a small village of just 240 households (approximately 600 people) which lies to the south of the 

A31 Hogs Back on the Pilgrims Way. Located just over 4 miles from Guildford and approximately 7 miles from 

Farnham and close to the villages of Wanborough and Seale and Sands.  Although a relatively small village it 

retains a local infant school, Puttenham Church of England School for 4-7 year olds, a vibrant local pub, The 

Good Intent, a village hall and local Church, St John the Baptist as well as the privately owned Puttenham 

Golf Club.  
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Household Characteristics of Puttenham Parish1  

Data from Census 2011 provides the latest update on the existing housing stock in the parish. In line with 

most rural areas, semi-detached and detached dwellings dominate:    

Detached houses    Semi-detached houses    Terraced houses  

110    
  

67    
  

53  

44.7% of dwellings (England average = 22.3%)  27.2% of dwellings (England average = 30.7%)  21.5% of dwellings (England average = 24.5%)  

          

Flats (purpose built)    Flats (other)    
Caravan or other temporary 

accommodation  

07    
  

09    
  

00  

2.8% of dwellings (England average = 16.7%)  3.7% of dwellings (England average = 5.4%)  0.0% of dwellings (England average = 0.4%)  

  
Source: Census 2011 (table KS401EW)  

  

In terms of tenure the parish has re breakdown which is broadly in line with the national average.  

  

Housing that is 

owner occupied  
  

Housing that is 

social rented  
  

Housing that is 

private rented  
  

  

  

Other rented 

accommodation  

155  
  

  
35  

  

  
43  07  

64.6% of households 

(England average =  
64.1%)  

14.6% of households 

(England average =  
17.7%)  

17.9% of households 

(England average =  
15.4%)  

2.9% of households  
(England average =  

2.8%)  

  
Source: Census 2011 (KS402EW)  

  

Open market housing for sale in the parish is characterised by terrace, semi-detached and detached 
properties. A search for properties for sale was undertaken in November 2014 on www.rightmove.com 
which suggested that there were 3 homes available for sale in the parish, with a further 3 which had either 
been recently sold or were under offer.23  Prices and availability ranged from:  

  

  On market  Sold/under offer  

2 bed terrace  315,000    

3 bed semi  575,00  535,000  
660,000  

4 bed terrace  569,950    

4 bed detached    1,100,00  

  

                                                      
1 This and all other statistical information (unless otherwise stated) obtained from 2011 Census Data – available on:  

www.neighbourhoodstatistics.gov.uk    
2 www.rightmove.com search undertaken in October 2014.  
3 This is based on a mortgage x3.5 for a single income and x3 for a joint income  

http://www.rightmove.com/
http://www.rightmove.com/
http://www.neighbourhoodstatistics.gov.uk/
http://www.neighbourhoodstatistics.gov.uk/
http://www.rightmove.com/
http://www.rightmove.com/
http://www.rightmove.com/
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It is not possible to assess a typical entry level property (either 1 or 2 bed flat) as no properties of this type 

have come onto the market.  Only one 2 bedroom property has come onto the market in recent times and 

this was valued at £315,000.  For a single person to access the market at this level a gross annual income of 

£81,000 would be required. For a couple, the same property would require a joint gross annual income of 

£94,500.4 This assumes a deposit of 10% (£31,500) (unless the household was able to access Help to Buy 

which would require a 5% deposit).  It appears that across the parish there is lack of smaller open market 

housing for older people looking to downsize and entry level buyers such as young couples or single people 

and the number of opportunities to purchase a 2 bedroom property at this price is very limited.  

  

Even for families the options are limited, the price of a 3 bedroom semi-detached property in the parish 

ranges from £535,000 to £660,000, giving an average asking price of £590,000 and requiring a joint income 

of £177,000 (again assuming a 10% deposit)  

   

Data on Council Tax bands (See fig below) show the number (and proportion) of houses in bands A, B or C 

(the lowest price bands) locally.  

  

  

 

  

  
Source: Council Tax Band (Valuation Office Agency 2011), House prices (Land Registry 2009), Affordability Ratio (Land Registry/ONS 2007/08  
  

These price bands are set nationally, so can help show how the cost of all local property (not just those 

properties that have recently been sold) compares with other areas. As can be seen for Puttenham, in 2011, 

the parish had a significantly lower number of properties in tax bands A-E than both Surrey and the country 

as a whole.  

  

  

Private rented sector  

  

As of November 2014, only 3 properties were available to rent or had recently been let. Prices ranged from 

£1100 for a two bed property to £1995 for a 3 bed property.  The average price of a 2 bedroom home was 

just under £1180 per calendar month.  
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Puttenham compares very favourably with both Surrey and England as a whole in terms of the number of 

households overcrowded or lacking central heating, it is just above average with the rest of the country in 

terms of the number of households estimated to be in fuel poverty.    

  

Households living in 

overcrowded 

conditions  
  

Households without 

central heating  
  

Vacant household 

spaces  
  

Households estimated 

to be in  
'Fuel Poverty'  

06  
  

  
07  

  

  
06  

  

  
30  

2.5% of households 

(England average =  
2.9% of households 

(England average =  
2.4% of households 

(England average =  
13.3% of households  
(England = 10.9%)  

 

8.7%)   2.7%)   4.3%)  

 

 

 

The definition of fuel poverty is based on the Low Income High Costs (LIHC) framework. Under this definition, a household is said 
to be in fuel poverty if they have required fuel costs that are above average (the national median level); were they to spend that 
amount they would be left with a residual income below the official poverty line. It is calculated using the income of households, 
the cost of fuel required, and the ability of their home to retain heat. In January 2013 the government launched the Energy 
Company Obligation (ECO) with a focus on reducing levels of fuel poverty and poor housing conditions in rural areas. The rural 
element of this energy efficiency measure is due to the fact that fuel poverty and poor quality housing tends to be higher in rural 
areas and therefore a priority for improving the quality of life of residents in rural communities.   

  

  

Current Affordable Housing   

  

There are currently 35 affordable homes across the parish, 28 of which are owned by Guildford Borough 

Council. In addition to these homes the Parish also benefits from being able to access accommodation 

provided by Puttenham and Wanborough Housing Society. 

 

As of November 2014 there were 6 people on the Housing Register, 4 of these are people awaiting a transfer 

and 2 are in housing need.  Just 1 home has become vacant in the last 3 years.  

  
Source: Guildford Borough Council  

  

  

Strategic context  

  

Rural areas across Surrey are characterised by a lower than average supply of affordable housing stock, and 
private housing stock which consists mainly of detached and semi-detached housing, and, in particular a 
higher than average element of hidden homelessness (older children living with parents). In Puttenham the 
number of people over the age of 65 is 23.8% higher than the national average, with the ageing population 
set to grow by a third over the next 20 years.  This causes concerns for the sustainability of rural communities, 
given that an increasing proportion of new/concealed households are being forced to move away from their 
villages in order to secure more affordable housing elsewhere.  The increasing number of older people who 
wish to downsize is also cause for concern.   
  

Whilst they may be able to afford to purchase on the open market, the growing lack of 1 and 2 bedroom 

homes in rural areas means that for most they will need to move away when they are no longer able to cope 

with the size of property currently being resided in.  A move away from established networks at this stage of 
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life can be difficult and isolating for many elderly people and as more of the younger generation are unable 

to afford to buy in the area the traditional support networks are fading away, leaving a gap for both 

generations.  

  

Guildford Borough Council’s 2011 Interim Housing Statement recognises the gap between incomes and 

house prices in its rural areas, and the effect this can have on communities:    

  

“House prices in rural areas of the Borough are substantially above the national average whilst those working 

in rural areas earn significantly less than their urban counterparts. Failure to create better opportunities for 

people who live in small rural communities to find quality work and affordable housing can result in rural 

areas becoming commuter dormitories, exclusive enclaves of the wealthy and retired, at the expense of fewer 

local jobs, declining local services and loss of community life.”4  

  

    

All of these factors play an important role in shaping the housing market.    

  

Housing Needs Survey – Background and Method  

    

It is to be expected that the majority of people living in the area are well housed and would not necessarily 

respond to a housing survey seeking information about opinions and housing needs.  

  

Historically, the majority of responses in any survey of this kind come from:  

  

• People who feel strongly that there should be no more development in the parish;  

• People who feel themselves to be in need of housing now or in the near future;  

• Their relatives;  

• People involved in some way in community affairs who probably have an appreciation of the 

problems affecting the community as a whole, even if they are not in housing need. 

  

This survey was carried out during a period of consultation on Guildford Borough Council’s Local Plan and 

Green Belt Review. To provide a more detailed understanding of the views of local people, that could be 

used and fed into the developing Puttenham Neighbourhood Plan as well as ascertaining if a housing need 

existed, Puttenham Parish Council decided to conduct an independent Housing Needs Survey.  

  

The aim of this survey was as follows:   

  

• To give all residents an opportunity to provide an opinion on the issue of housing development within 

the parish  

• To assess whether there is a need for housing amongst local residents  

• To assess the use of local facilities and ascertain what, if any, further commercial development may 

be required 

  

Part 1 of the questionnaire was designed to survey all residents about their views regarding the first points.   

  

                                                      
4 Guildford Borough Council, Housing Strategy Interim Statement, March 2011, p. 33   
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Part 2 was aimed specifically at those people who consider themselves to be in housing need and is designed 

to help measure the level of need for affordable housing by those people with a local connection to the 

parish and open market housing (in particular the needs of older people and emerging families). 

  

Whilst the questionnaires were sent to all households in the parish, the survey results do not purport to be 

representative of all residents; no information is available on non-respondents and it is not possible to gross 

up results to the entire population. Nor does the survey purport to assess the entirety of housing need in the 

area. Further advice on housing options is available from Guildford Borough Council’s Housing Options Team.   

  

The forms were posted or hand delivered to all (240) households across the parish in November 2014.  In 

total 87 forms were returned within the deadline or shortly after.  A business survey was also distributed to 

the local businesses in the parish and 3 responses were received from this sector.  

  

 The Rural Housing Enabler has collected all data from all returned forms and analysed it as follows:  

  

Survey Findings    

  

Total Distributed  240  

Total Returned  87  

Total percentage  36.25%  

                

Findings are based on 87 responses but please note that not everyone completed every question.  

  

PART 1 – You and Your Household  
  

Q1.   Is this your main home?  

  

Two households stated that this was not their main home.  

  

Q2.   How many people in each age/gender group are living in your home?  

  

Fig 1  
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Base: 85  

  

Of the 85 households that responded just 27 had children under the age of 16 living with them.  42 of the 

households were lived in by people aged 60+, of whom 20 were living alone.    

  

Q3   How long have you lived in the Parish?  

  

46% of respondents had lived in the parish for more than 20 years.  

  

Fig 2  

  
  

  
Base:  85 respondents  
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Q4  Employment  

  

45% of respondents were retired, with 35% being employed full time.  

  

Fig 3  

  
  

  
Base: 85 respondents  

  

Q5  Do you or anyone in your household, attend any of the following?  

  

Fig 4  

  
 
Base: 24 respondents  
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Q6  How would you best describe your home?  

  

The village, like many other rural areas is dominated by detached and semi-detached houses, as opposed to 

flats, and therefore it is expected that most respondents will reside in this type of property.  

  

Fig 5  

 

    
 

Base: 85 respondents  

  

 Q7  Who owns your home?  

  

54% of respondents owned their home outright.  9% rent from the council or housing association and a 

further 5% rented privately.  

  

Fig 6  

  

  
  

  
Base: 85 respondents  
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 Q8  How many bedrooms does your home have?  

  

46% of respondents had 4 or more bedrooms, 18% of which had 5 or more.  

  

Fig 7  

  

  
  
Base: 85 respondents  

  

Q9  How would you best describe the style/design of your home?  

  

There is a wide and even spread of property types within the village dating from 1400 through to modern 

day.  

  

Fig 8  

  

   
 

Base: 85 respondents  
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Q10  Do you or anyone living with you need to move to alternative accommodation within the village 

within the next 5 years?  

  

12 households stated that they or someone they lived with would need to move within the next 5 years.  

  

Fig 9  

  

  
  

  
Base: 85 respondents  

 

Q 11   How would you like to see Puttenham develop over the next 15 years?  

  

57% were opposed to any growth at all in the village, with 32% supportive of steady growth.  

  

Fig 10  

  

   
Base: 85  
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Q12  What concerns you the most about development within the Village?   

  

The most significant concerns were around increased traffic, congestion and parking issues  

  

Fig 11  

  

  
  
Base: 85 respondents  

 

Q13.  Do you have adequate access to the following facilities?  

  

Overall most people felt they had adequate access to most facilities with the exceptions of a grocery store 

and bus service.  

  

Fig 12  

  
  
Base: 85respondents  
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Q14.  On a scale of 1-4 with 1 being very important and 4 being not important, how important do you 

feel the following facilities are to the village?  

  

The majority of local facilities were well thought of, particularly the primary school, the local pub and the 

village hall.  Opinion was more divided on facilities such as the skate park and the bonfire field.  
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 Q15. How often do you use the following facilities?  

  

The most used facilities appear to mirror those most valued by the local community, including the local 

pub, village hall and church.  
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Q16  Do you feel the village has adequate recreational facilities in the following areas?  

  

Most people felt that the village had adequate facilities in all areas, the only area that scored less well was 

adult facilities/groups.  

  

Fig 15  

  

  
  
Base: 80 respondents  

  

   

Q17  If further housing is needed, what type of housing do you think it should be? Please tick as many 

options as you agree with??  

  

 Fig 16  

  

  
  
Base: 85respondents  
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 Q18  If further housing development is permitted what form should it take? Please tick all that apply  

  

Fig 17  

  

  
  
Base: 85 respondents  

  

Q19  Do you feel that housing development would sustain/improve the character and social structure 

of the village?  

  

Fig 18  

  

   
 

Base: 85respondents  
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 Q20 Should Puttenham encourage new business into the village to provide employment, vitality and 

services to enhance village life?  

  

Fig 19  

  

  

  
  
Base: 85respondents  

  

Q21  Do you feel there is a need for any further commercial development within the village of any of 

the following?  

  

Fig 20  

  
  
Base: 85respondents  
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Q22 Do you operate a business/work from home?  

  

Fig 21  

  

  
  
Base: 85respondents  

  

Q23  If so what type of business/organisation is it?  

  

15 people responded to this question, the responses ranged from a marketing consultant to research and 

development, one respondent ran an equine yard.  

  

 Q24  Which of the following enhancements do you feel are needed to support home working/small 

businesses?  

  

Fig 22  

  

  
  
Base 65 Respondents  

 High speed broadband was clearly the biggest issue.  
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Q25 Do you think the conservation area should be extended? If yes please state the areas that should be 

included.  

  

Fig 23  

  
 Base: 

85respondents  

  

The following are suggestions as to where the conservation area should be extended to, the most popular 

are Lascombe Lane and Munday’s Boro.  

  

1. Up to the Hogs Back  

2. Mundays Borough  

3. Should be extended to include dwellings within Lascombe Lane  

4. Yes to include all that is shown  

5. The present area appears to be about the right balance  

6. Up to carpenters field and beyond  

7. Mundays Borough and beyond to common area  

8. Extend to include western part of village not now in conservation area. Also include Lascombe 

Lane/Highfield Lane area  

9. The whole village and surrounding fields should be included. Why is the west end of the village 

excluded?  

10. Suffield Lane  

11. I think it should encompass the entire village boundary and potentially include Lascombe/Highfield 

Lane  

12. Should be expanded to include area north to the A31, west to the end of Seale Lane and South to 

Gores Farm  

13. North to the Hogs Back, West to the end of Seale Lane, South to Gores Farm  

14. The whole surround of the drawn boundary at the moment, to include the farms and the ponds  

15. 
 Seale Lane, Mundays Boro, Dark Lane, Lascombe Lane, Highfield, Hook Lane, Puttenham Rd  

16. .Don't know  

17. Suffield Lane/Cutmill/Puttenham Common/Carpenters Field  

18. All current village boundaries  

19. Mundays Boro Rd end of village and Lascombe Lane area  
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20. Yes, would like to see the whole of Puttenham Parish included as such area can soon affect 

conservation if too much development takes place.  

21. Lascombe Farm should be included  

22. Should stay as it is  

23. Yes to include Dark Lane and the house on Seale Road backing on to Dark Lane  

24. Up to the Hogs Back to the north of the village and out to the west up to Lascombe Farm along Suffield 

Lane  

25. Extend to cover the whole village towards west end of village  

26. Current village boundary  

27. Fields on slopes of Hogs Back, School Lane, etc. to B3000, Highfield and Lascombe Lanes  

28. Yes most of that on the map, however I really would be willing to take advice those who know better.   

29. Mundays Boro - in fact the whole village and open space may I add protects us from the impact of 

traffic pollution what’s good for the bottom of the village is good for the top.  

30. Westward extension to include Mondays Boro and Lascombe/Highfield Lanes  

31. The parish boundary  

32. Hop fields behind Dark Lane, fields behind Seale Lane, Mundays Boro  

33. Include Seale Lane, Dark Lane and Mundays Boro area, Highfield area?  

34. To include all of the map on the reverse. Also golf club, cricket ground, cemetery and surrounding 

land and Wanborough  

35. To take in as far as Munday's Boro  

36. To the northern end of the village to include fields, hopfields, field adjoining Butts Lane?? and field 

behind Mundays Boro  

37. Yes, to the village boundary  

38. Village boundary  

39. Yes, include whole area marked as village boundary i.e. the western end of village (Seale Lane, Dark 

Lane, Lascombe and Highfield Lanes ) as well as that already marked  

40. Lascombe lane, Highfield Lane, Puttenham common and Seale Road  

41. Extend west-Seale Lane, Mundays borough  

42. Munday's Boro  

43. Should be extended to cover Dark Lane, Seale Lane and Mundy's Boro  

44. Extend east to the golf club, extend west to include Mundays Boro. Extend north to the top of the 

Hogs Back  

45. Hop fields and land up to the Hogs Back and Puttenham  
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Q26  Do you think the conservation area should be reduced?  

  

Fig 24  

  

 
  

  

Q27 Are there any environmental projects that you would like to see developed/extended? For example 

the extension of the Village Pond  

  

Fig 25  

  

  
  

Q28  Additional Comments  

  

A number of additional comments were made, a large proportion of which centred around parking, traffic 

congestion and the need to preserve the character of the village.  A full list of the comments is attached at 

appendix 2.  

  

‘Villages should move with the times and help to solve the housing problems associated with population 

growth. Puttenham has become 'preserved' rather than 'conserved' A new provision of housing to help 

97.6 % 

Yes No 
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younger local people to stay in the locality would seem essential. Logically this would be around the village 

boundary in walking distance of the amenities that remain and to encourage the school and pub to continue’  

  

‘I love Puttenham, I've lived my entire life in and around the village and I'd hate to see its character and charm 
change. I'm excited to see younger families in the village and look forward to my own children embracing the 
village as I have been privileged to. I'm all for change and ', moving with the times' but I think few houses are 
really needed in the parish but I do feel more affordable/help to buy houses would be beneficial.’  
  

‘Puttenham is a very special village with a strong sense of community. It also has great facilities for such a 

small village, although a shop would be welcomed. I strongly believe that increasing the population of the 

village by building new homes would have a negative impact, particularly with regards to parking and traffic, 

which is already a significant problem at peak times. Increasing the size of the village would also potentially 

put pressure on the facilities that we already have, especially school admissions.’  

  

‘I am trying not to be a NIMBY but the narrowness of the main street in conservation areas precludes the 
extra traffic that new homes would mean. Even if houses were built up Suffield Lane, the junction of Suffield 
Lane and The Street is too difficult to cope with extra cars. It is already a nightmare at school time.’  
  

Q29 Would you be interested in working with us to further develop our plan? This would only take a 

small amount of time and ensures as many people as possible are represented.  

  

37% of respondents indicated they would be happy to help in preparing the Neighbourhood Plan, this 

equated to 32 households.  All details have been passed to the Parish Council.  

  

Q30  Do you plan to move WITHIN THE VILLAGE in the next 10 years?  

  

Ten households stated that they did plan to move within the village within the next 10 years.  
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PART 2 – HOUSING NEED   

  

Although 10 households stated that they needed to move within the next 10 years, one household did not 

complete enough of the form to assess their need.  

  

Respondents were asked when they felt they would need to move from their present home and how far they 

would be prepared to move.  50% stated that would need to move within the next 2-5 years, with 60% 

wanting to move less than miles away.  

  

Fig 26  

  

  
  
Base: 10 respondents  

  

Fig 27  

  
 Base: 

10 respondents  
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 Current Tenure  

  

33% of respondents were owner occupiers and 33% of those looking for alternative accommodation were 

currently living with their parents.  

  

Fig 28  

  

  
 

Base: 9 respondents  

 

Future Tenure  

  

Please note that households were able to tick more than one preference. Of the 9 households who 

responded the majority wanted to purchase on the open market. However 4 households were looking for 

affordable housing, wither rented or shared ownership.  

  

Fig 29  

  

  
  
Base: 9 respondents  
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 Households were asked to express the type of property that they would prefer, (again they were able to 

tick more than one preference) most preferences were for a house or bungalow.  

  

Fig 30  

  
  
Base: 9 respondents  

  

  

  

The following graph depicts the number of bedrooms required.   

  

  
  
Base: 9 respondents  
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When asked why they needed to move the responses were as follows:  

  

  
  
Base: 9 Respondents  

  

Of the 9 households looking to move, 5 were homeowners looking to downsize but remain in the village.  

  

  

Affordable Housing Need  

  

Of the 9 households who stated that they were looking to move within the village only three expressed a 

need for affordable housing.   

  

The survey form asks for details of why respondents consider themselves to be in housing need, but these 

statements are self-assessed and have not been verified in any other research. However, in the experience 

of the Rural Housing Enabler, these surveys are relatively accurate, as people do not reply if they feel they 

could satisfy their housing requirements in any other way.  

  

Registration on Borough Council Housing Needs Register  

  

None of the households who responded are currently registered on Guildford Borough Council’s Housing 

Register. However there are currently 6 households who are already on the register.  Given that only 1 

property has become available in the past 3 years these applicants will wait a considerable time.  

  

It is essential that all households are registered with Guildford Borough Council, so as to ensure eligibility 

for any future housing.   

  

Size of Accommodation Needed  

  

When being allocated affordable accommodation there are rules that are applied with regards to the size of 

property allocated.  The size of any allocated property will be determined by Council’s published allocation 

policies. The allocations criteria are based on a combination of factors including the age and sex of children 

in a household, and are subject to availability.   
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Guildford Borough Council’s Housing allocation Scheme (April 2011) states that:  

  

“The maximum number of bedrooms for which applicants are eligible is determined by the size of their 

household but as there is a shortage of larger homes applicants may be advised to seriously consider bidding 

for smaller accommodation than they would ideally like. Where a property has two living rooms and one can 

reasonably be used as a bedroom, it will be allocated on that basis”  

  

 Maximum bedroom eligibility is determined using the following guidelines.   

  

  

Size household  Size home eligible for   

 Single Person   Bed Sit or 1 Bedroom  

Couple without children  One Bed  

Pregnant woman 28 weeks or more pregnant (with 

or without partner) with no other children  

Two bed  

Single person or couple with one child  Two bed  

Single person or couple with one girl and one boy both 

under 7 years  

Two bed  

Single person or couple with two same sex children 

under 16  

Two bed  

Single person or couple with one girl and one boy 

where the oldest child is over 7 years  

Three bed  

Single person or couple with two same sex children 

where the oldest child is over 16 years  

Three bed  

Single  person  or  coupe  with  three  children 

regardless of sex  

Three bed  

Single person or couple with four children*  Three bed (2 living room) or 4 bed  

Single person or couple with five or more children  Three bed (2 living room), 4 bed, 4 (2 living room) or 5 

bed  

  

• The maximum number of bedrooms will follow the rule for age and sex separation given for families 

with two children.  Non-dependent children over 18, cousins, grandchildren and other relatives will 

normally be assessed using the same rules.  An additional bedroom may be permitted where the 

Council’s satisfied that this is essential taking into account the view of the Council’s medical advisor 

or other independent advisor. 

There may be occasional exceptions to the above guidelines for example: -   

 

• Certain 2 bedroom properties designated for older people may be allocated to a couple or single 

older person if there is not demand from a household entitled to a two bedroom property  

• Under local lettings plans  

  

On Specific Rural Housing Schemes, where planning permission specifically relates to the housing being 

provided to meet local housing need. Normally for such schemes properties will be offered to those applicants 

that bid for a property, who have a local connection and who are in the greatest housing need.   
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Local connection for this purpose can be established if the applicant and/or his/her partner: -   

  

- are living in the village or parish at present or   

- are employed in the village or parish at present   

- were born and brought up in the village or parish but now live elsewhere or   

- have close family within the village or parish e.g. mother, father, brother, sister”   

  

“Length of residence or employment is taken into account and priority given to those with the greatest 

connection. If there are no suitable applicants in the village or parish then applicants from the next 

neighbouring parish or parishes can be considered on a concentric circle basis. In some cases, whilst other 

households will still be eligible to be offered the property, preference may be given to applicants with a local 

connection to a village or parish where a vacancy in the Council’s existing stock occurs in that village or 

parish”. 

  

 For those people eligible for Shared Ownership properties the allowance is slightly less rigid. A couple may 

qualify for 2 bedrooms to account for potential future growth etc.  

  

  

Household type  Property Size and Type   

Single people  1 bedroom houses or flats, or two 

bedroom flats  

Couples / two people sharing  One or two bedroom flats or houses  

Parents(s) with child  Two or three bedroom houses   

  
Source: Guildford Borough Council  

  

Local Connection  

  

Of those three households all have lived in the parish for 30 years plus.  

  

  

Affordability Calculations5  

  

Shared Ownership provides opportunities for people who cannot afford open market housing to access the 

housing ladder and build a share in the equity on the property. This option however can still be unaffordable 

and even a 40% share can still be too expensive for people on medium and low incomes.    

  

To determine if Shared ownership would be affordable, purchasing 40% of the equity of a property, 

calculations are based on the average price of a 3 bedroom semi in the parish (this is because there is a 

severe shortage of entry level property in the area) An average value for property of this type are in the 

region of £535,000.  

  

                                                      
5 As per the recommendations by the Department for Communities and Local Government, a household is considered able to 

afford to buy a home if it costs 3.5 times the gross household income for a single earner household, or three times the 

household income for dual income households.   
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Potential for shared ownership mortgages was calculated as follows:   

  

40% of £535,000 = £214,000 – less £10%   

(To secure a Mortgage of £214,000 on 1 income = At least £61,114/ annum gross income required)  

(To secure a Mortgage of £214,000 on 2 incomes = At least £71,333/ annum gross income required)  

  

(Minimum deposit 10%:  £53,500  

  

If these average property values were to hold true, and given that the average salary in Guildford is just over 

£27,000 then Shared Ownership may not be an appropriate for Puttenham.  

  

Affordable Rents per month for Guildford Borough are as follows:  Local 

Housing Allowance rates (1 April 2014 – 31 March 2015)  

Number of rooms  Category  Maximum weekly amount  Maximum monthly amount  

Shared accommodation  A  £80.81  £350.18 pcm  

1 bedroom  B  £168.98 pw  £732.25 pcm  

2 bedrooms  C  £214.38 pw  £928.98 pcm  

3 bedrooms  D  £265.38 pw  £1,149.98 pcm  

4 bedrooms  E  £346.15pw  £1499.98 pcm  

  
Source: Guildford Borough Council  

  

If the rents above were found to cost 25% or less of a households’ gross annual income (or 35% of the 

household’s net annual income), then they would be classified as being able to afford an affordable rent.6   

This survey did not collect gross salary figures, instead it asked respondents to indicate how much they felt 

they could afford to pay in rent/mortgage fees a month, which are as follows. Only one of the respondents 

completed this section of the survey so affordability calculations have not been undertaken and comparisons 

have not been made against existing affordable rents.  

  

Anyone in housing need must register with Guildford Borough Council’s Housing Needs Register who can 

confirm eligibility criteria. Telephone: 01483 505050 or Email: enquiries@guildford.gov.uk  

  

  

Combining all of the above information, in summary, it would appear that there is only a small level of need 

within the parish for affordable housing.   

  

Affordable Rent: 3 units  

  

2 x 1 bedroom units  

1 x 3 bedroom units  

                                                      
6 the Department for Communities and Local Government Strategic Housing Market Assessment Guide 2007 suggests that a 
threshold level of 25% of the households’ gross annual income to be considered affordable: 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/strategichousingmarket    

  

http://www.guildford.gov.uk/housingoptions?sendtoid=10&formid=996
http://www.guildford.gov.uk/housingoptions?sendtoid=10&formid=996
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/strategichousingmarket
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/strategichousingmarket
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The above figures exclude those already on the housing register.  

  

Recommendations  
  

The survey found that there is only a very small local need for housing in the parish and a large number of 

households against any development at all.  The biggest concerns are centred around traffic and parking, 

particularly in The Street.  

  

As such, any future development within the parish would need careful consideration and more detailed 

consultation with the community, the total number of homes, if any were to be built, should be a reflection 

of the need identified in this survey report, the level of need recorded on the Borough Council’s Housing 

Register and the number of homes that would be an appropriate number to build in the parish given site 

constraints and the local setting. The total number would therefore require close liaison between the Parish 

Council, the Borough Council, and the wider community itself.   

Recommended Actions  

 

Puttenham Parish Council   

  

o Adopt the report and make a summary of the results available to the community   

o Consider the next steps available to the parish with regard to  local need  

o Remind local households looking for an affordable home to register with Guildford Borough Council  
o Consider the additional comments made, particularly concerning traffic and parking  and the impact 
these have on the village  

  

Rural Housing Enabler  

    

o Make the report available to Guildford Borough Council   

                                                                                                                                                              
Please also see a recent Report into the affordability of housing ‘Home Truths’ by the Resolution Foundation which uses the 35% 
net income measure (June 2013): http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-
housingbritains-ordina/   
  

o In conjunction with the Parish Council, agree on best way to progress results   

o Remind all respondents that they should ensure they are registered with GBC.  

  

  

For queries please contact:  

  

Louise Williams  

Rural Housing Enabler  

Surrey Community Action  

Astolat, Coniers way,   

Burpham Guildford, Surrey, GU4 7HL  

Tel: 01483 447 241    

Email: louisew@surreyca.org.uk     

http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/home-truths-how-affordable-housing-britains-ordina/
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APPENDIX ONE  

  

  

GUILDFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL  

LOCAL PLAN  

ADOPTED JANUARY 2003  
  

Policy H12  
  

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR LOCAL  

NEEDS IN RURAL AREAS  
  

As an exception to normal policies, affordable housing for local needs in rural areas will be permitted on sites 

within or adjoining the rural settlement boundaries identified on the Proposals Map if all the following 

criteria are met:  

  

1. The housing would meet a genuine local need that would otherwise not be met;  

  

2. The site does not exceed 0.4ha;  

  

3. The type of housing is all affordable housing for local needs, both initially and on subsequent change 

occupant;  

  

4. The development of the site would take full account of environmental considerations;  

  

5. The settlement services and infrastructure are adequate; in very special circumstances schemes may be 

permitted for affordable housing for local needs on sites which do not adjoin settlement boundaries and 

which meet the criteria set out in this policy.  

  

The Council will require secure arrangements to be made to reserve the housing for local needs, both initially 

and on subsequent change of occupant.  
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 APPENDIX TWO - ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:  

Please note: all comments listed below are those made by households responding to the survey. No attempt 

has been made by Surrey Community Action to censor or amend these comments, unless they identify a 

particular person or persons, or are of a very offensive or abusive nature.  Surrey Community Action and 

Puttenham Parish Council cannot be held accountable for any of the views expressed.  (*** = unable to 

decipher handwriting) 

1.  Puttenham is very congested and suffers severe access problems due to narrow road and on road 

parking. Lack of bus service and a village shop contributes to this problem  

2.  John Green is an outstanding member of the community and the majority of his efforts go unseen 
by the parish at large and un-thanked. The drains block regularly with both rain water and sewage.  
This will need to be addressed in the short/medium term.  

3.  Security of top field near A31 still has not resolved problem. Stop so many cars parking in village - 

provide a small car park for residents  

4.  We are the current custodians of the village scene and with the pressures from unlimited 

immigrations, at a rate unprecedented in our history we must retain sensible and common sense 

values to preserve the village for future generations. This is a formidable task for our local 

councillors and political leaders.  

5.  Parked traffic on Street especially opposite drives is very frustrating. I realise I am lucky to have a 

drive at all but to struggle to get in and out with cars parked directly opposite is dangerous and 

restricts vision to left and right. Additionally parked cars on pavements makes walking to school 

with young children difficult.  

6.  In terms of the environment, I don't think enough consideration is made of visual things relating to 

such an attractive and historic village. Until recently, for example, there was a motorway sized 

chevron on the end by the North Downs Way. Totally inappropriate for the setting. As you turn 

into the village there are lots of different signs in different colours. The new street lights are very 

ordinary with 'cold' led bulbs. Other villages seem to be able to address visual aesthetics e.g. 

Compton have lovely black street lamps and the villages around Farley Green have attractive 

wooden signs. Finally parking is a big problem in the village and any new housing development 

needs to consider this very carefully. We almost need a visitor’s car park in the village as it is and 

with more houses each with (MOST LIKELY) 2 cars per property it will get worse. Maybe the new 

car park could have the electric car charging points!  

7.  I would like people that have lived in the village all their life to be supported by their housing 

association/council in staying in the house they are in, without having to move because of family 

size when there are simple extension/re-planning of the interior options  

8.  Puttenham is a very special village with a strong sense of community. It also has great facilities for 

such a small village, although a shop would be welcomed. I strongly believe that increasing the 

population of the village by building new homes would have a negative impact, particularly with 

regards to parking and traffic, which is already a significant problem at peak times. Increasing the 

size of the village would also potentially put pressure on the facilities that we already have, 

especially school admissions.  

9.  Puttenham is in the happy position of being a small village, largely protected by conservation area 

status. It is surrounded by land, mostly belonging to the Hampton Estate and all of it within the 

Surrey Hills AONB, I believe  

10.  Puttenham is a small village with limited access, largely due to on street parking and narrow lanes. 

The village cannot cope with more vehicles, therefore should not be enlarged.  
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11.  There is a lack of community spirit to welcome new people to the village when they move into 

already existing property. Curtain twitchers.  

 

12.  I love Puttenham, I've lived my entire life in and around the village and I'd hate to see its character 

and charm change. I'm excited to see younger families in the village and look forward to my own 

children embracing the village as I have been privileged to. I'm all for change and ‘moving with the 

times' but I think few houses are really needed in the parish but I do feel more affordable/help to 

buy houses would be beneficial.  

13.  Over expanding Puttenham with either business or housing would have a detrimental effect on the 

existing limited services, parking and the general non town feel that Puttenham enjoys.  

14.  Affordable housing needs to be in a housing association type situation so that the houses remain 

low cost to purchase and or rent. Conservation area needs to be effective and enforced so that 

small properties cannot be grossly extended, or even extended at all, to avoid considerable 

increase in value/sale price i.e. keep small properties small and affordable. Both the above help 

our young people to stay in the village (both my children have had to move a considerable distance 

away, partly because they could not afford to buy here)  

15.  Puttenham has a unique community spirit which must be protected and preserved as much as 

possible  

16.  Villages should move with the times and help to solve the housing problems associated with 

population growth. Puttenham has become 'preserved' rather than 'conserved'. A new provision of 

housing to help younger local people to stay in the locality would seem essential. Logically this 

would be around the village boundary in walking distance of the amenities that remain and to 

encourage the school and pub to continue.  

17.  The infrastructure of the village/parish restricts any substantial development, however, there are a 

few small areas that could be built on to keep the young from having to leave the village so we 

need new affordable housing  

18.  The main threat to our village is the motor care, if we are to preserve it then we need some creative 

ideas on parking, traffic flow and type of vehicles using village roads. Also do something about 

speeding traffic. The more new developments and or increase in the size of housing will only make 

the traffic problem greater  

19.  Years ago planning permission was sought for the old allotments (between The Street and Suffield 

Lane) this was refused. An ideal site for affordable and starter home. I stress affordable and starter 

as the newer houses in the top part of the village were built as affordable and this is not the case 

now or never was.  

20.  Please preserve village environment in future plans. It is a delight to live in this special place.  

21.  Something needs to be done about the spread of traffic through the village and the parking. There 

should be double yellow lines on the bend opposite the Church. Lascombe Lane/North Downs Way 

should be changed from a B.O.A.T to a bridleway. This is an ancient track used by numerous 

walkers, cyclists and horse rider. The 4x4 drivers, scrambler bikes are destroying the track and 

making it dangerous for others. Hampton Estate employees have recently had to rescue several 

4x4 drivers stuck in a ditch. This particular ditch is now very dangerous for horse riders and has 

been reported to SCC but still after 2 months nothing has been done!! Highfield Lane/bridleway to 

Puttenham Common is now very dangerous due to speed and volume of drivers.  
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22.  There is an urgent need for small low cost rented accommodation in Puttenham in groups of three 

(6-9 in all) which could be absorbed easily in the parish. Although Q 10 is no we have three grown 

up grandchildren in the area who wish to live locally.  

23.  Puttenham is a small village and whilst we live on the boundary it seems further residential 

development would impact on the problem of access through the village as more cars would be 

inevitable.  

24.  The business park at the end of Highfield Lane has ruined the only safe place in which villagers - 

especially young children, their parents with prams could walk. The frequent passage of vans, large 

cars has stopped this and I have personally been flattened against a muddy bank because of 

traffic. It used to be a joy for children to see the sheep and horses in the field adjacent. This is no  

 

 longer safe.  

25.  Puttenham village as it stands is a very pretty spot. It would spoil the village atmosphere if a 

housing estate was to be placed in one of the fields. The main high street is too narrow to 

accommodate any further traffic.  

26.  Improve parking for the main street. Double yellow lines for corner at church and corner at top of 

village near to gallery. More homes for young Puttenham born families to be able to stay in their 

own village in which they have grown up.  

27.  Key thing with any changes is to maintain the character of the village. Our main concern is parking 

and traffic which is already busy many days of the week - school drop off/pick that's unavoidable 

consequence of having a school in the centre of the village. Previous developments of industrial 

units has increased heavy vehicle traffic through the village. Any development should try to avoid 

any increase in industrial type traffic.  

28.  The Street - the increase in parking and traffic through The Street are now destroying the character 
and pleasant living within the village and urgent methods need to be addressed now. The following 
will have to be adopted to solve this problem.  
  

a) Notwithstanding on conservation area, yellow lines which would limit parking and especially 
on bends and across to private drives and areas also leaving space for passing places.  
  

b) House owners/tenants without off street parking provisions would need to acquire parking 
permits and pay a monthly or annual charge (as in certain areas close to cathedral) people with 
their own garage parking facilities would not be able to obtain a permit so they would have to use 
their own facilities.  
  

c) The parking field behind the school would need upgrading to formal a good village car park 
also used by parent visiting or dropping off their children.  
  

d) A 20mph limit should apply to The Street and possibly Seale Lane.  

29.  Traffic and parking on The Street are problems difficult to solve - traffic uses the village as rat run 

and speed limits, bumps etc. are needed to slow it down. Access to local towns very difficult. B3000 

often blocked in both direction no more building without less traffic.  
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30.  Yes, the footpath, verges are very badly managed and unsafe for people to use, tripping 

hazard/blocked makes the experience walking from Jacksons Corner to A31 bridge most 

dangerous, desperately need street lighting this should be a priority. Reduce 40mph speed limit on 

B3000. If you’re going to develop anything needs to be carefully considered to ensure appropriate 

infrastructure and *** village  ** nearby developments and ** a metropolis with no sympathetic 

boundary.  Development - need surgery, secondary school (too much private education), primary 

school but need to take care of size otherwise free transport to 2nd and primary schools.  

31.  20mph limit  

  

cycle clubs - up to 80 in one morning  

  

crossing to the church  

  

double yellow line opposite Suffield Lane, mark parking bays in The Street  

32.  No church village boundary??? Turn the bonfire field into a trust car park. Stop the chaos of people 

disrupting our lives pay to park and a warning of sports events we as residents do not benefit.  

33.  Traffic/parking in The Street is a nightmare. Parking needs to be restricted on l/h side at war 

memorial/church corner as an accident is likely with cars parking too close to the restricted view 

bend. A 50 yard length of double yellow lines would work around the corner  

 

34.  Need to reduce volume and speed of traffic in village and B3000  

35.  Parking - car park needed to avoid parking on footpaths and throughout the whole village.  

36.  I would like any further housing (rented) to be offered to young families who once lived in the 

village but had to move away because they could not afford to buy.  

37.  Puttenham is a very small village so if more house are built here it could not cope and traffic would 

be even worse.  

38.  Before any further development of housing in this village occurs the traffic and parking problem 

must be addressed. A properly surfaced car park is needed urgently for visitors and functions held 

in the Marwick Hall, school and recreation ground. Also traffic needs to be taken off the streets to 

enable the sweeper to cleanse the roads and also the drains. also a relief road would be a  good 

thing (bypass)  

39.  Puttenham is surrounded by 3 main roads, A3, A31 and B3000. More houses, more cars would 

mean worse traffic problems. It is bad at the moment. The school attracts outsiders as well as 

locals leading to 180 car journeys to and from school during term time. We suffer numerous 

power cuts. The water table? Can we manage this with all the building in surrounding areas? Car 

parking for commuters is now tight. To accommodate the houses planned for the SE new 

hospitals, schools, shops, surgeries will have to be considered.  

40.  I am trying not to be a NIMBY but the narrowness of the main street in conservation areas 

precludes the extra traffic that new homes would mean. Even if houses were built up Suffield 

Lane, the junction of Suffield Lane and The Street is too difficult to cope with extra cars. It is 

already a nightmare at school time.  

41.  It would help to have adjustment to the B3000 at the junction and turning right to join A31. There 

are always queues on the road. It is used as a rat run and need some help.  

42.  No housing extension. Traffic is too heavy, takes ages to get out of the village, would also impact 

the look of the village  
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43.  Puttenham is a delightful village with an enormous number of very old houses. Therefore the 

character of the village should not be changed in any way. The Street is already congested. More 

traffic through it would make life very difficult. We already have water and electricity cuts so the 

network cannot take more overload.  

44.  There is an unmet need for social housing to accommodate those with a link to the village who are 

unable to afford to buy. The local housing society does what it can but opportunities to acquire 

additional housing are very rare.  

45.  Please do not change anything except residents only access and better broadband  

46.  Parking should not be allowed on pavements as happens now  

47.  Would only want to move if bungalow to buy available in Puttenham  

48.  Parking is a problem in the village street and round the church, also cars should not park on the 

pavements.  

49.  There is less agriculture now compared with forty years ago as fewer farms and crop growing. 

Many new residents commute to London etc. and less involved in village life as they have long 

work days. A lot more traffic comes through the village street where old houses do not have 

garages and resident’s park on the street which is now very difficult as the street is quite narrow.  

50.  I would like anything that would reduce traffic in the street. To improve parking, selected areas in 

the street perhaps? Residents only permits for parking. School collection bus to park where it 

doesn't log jam the whole street every morning.  

51.  There is already a good mix of large and small housing and owned and lease property in the 

village. A project to help local children make a home here in the future would be a good way to 

keep the current socio economic make up similar for the future  

52.  Major traffic problems on B3000 Puttenham Hill, congestion and speeding most of the day - safety 

hazard. Too many cars parked up village street so *** to get anywhere. Need for shops and a local 

bus, post office. Need more speed limit signs or traffic slowing devices  

  

                                             

  

  


